Marvelous Mathematician & Star
Writer Assembly

EYFS & KS1
8th Place – Class Ross 13%
7th Place – Nursery PM 40%
6th Place –Class Murphy 42%
5th Place – Nursery AM 43%
4th Place – Class Hargreaves 45%
3rd Place – Class Ahlberg 49%
2nd Place – Class Dahl 50%
1st Place - Class Donaldson 76%

KS2 – Rocket Readers for
the Whole Half Term
8th Place – Class Rowling 19%
7th Place – Class Morpurgo 20%
6th Place - Class Walliams 34%
5th Place – Class Pratchett 45%
4th Place – Class Blyton 56%
3rd Place – Class Rosen 57%
2nd Place – Class Lewis 70%
1st Place - Class Wilson 73%

Homework Heroes
EYFs & KS1
8th Place – Class Ross
7th Place – Nursery PM
6th Place – Nursery AM
5th Place – Class Hargreaves
4th Place – Class Murphy
2nd Place – Class Ahlberg and Dahl
1st Place - Class Donaldson

KS2 – Homework Heroes

7th Place – Class Rosen
6th Place - Class Rowling
5th Place – Class Walliams
4th Place – Class Pratchett
3rd Place – Class Rosen
2nd Place – Class Blyton
1st Place - Class Lewis and Wilson

TTRS – Which classes logged in the
most to improve their fluency?
10th Place – Ross – 81%
5th Place – Murpurgo – 97%
5th Place – Dahl – 97%
5th Place – Class Rowling 97%
5th Place - Class Rosen 97%
5th Place – Class Lewis 97%
1st Place – Pratchett 100%
1st place – Class Walliams 100%
1st Place – Class Blyton 100%
1st Place - Class Wilson 100%

TTRS – Most correct answers

Year 2 – Zayaan Ahmed
Year 3 – Ibrahim Khan
Year 4 – Mohammed Yousef
Year 5 – Adam Ismail
Year 6 – Zain Humaidan

ALL classes are against each other to be number one! You have until after the
holidays to get to the top!
Who will win!

Nursery - AM

Star Writer – Zubair
Zubair produced an amazing piece of literacy work. He carefully
listened to the story 'Dear Santa' which enabled him to be able to
re-tell parts of the story, "The lion was too scary" What did Santa
say? "I'll send a cat".
Marvellous Mathematician – Humna
Humna has worked extremely hard over this half term,
especially when we focussed on sinking and floating. Humna
said "float they go up" and "sink it down".

Nursery - PM

Star Writer – Ismael
Ismael independently created a picture. What have you drawn? "A
house, my brother Ibraheem, my daddy". Ismael drew circles to
represent his brother and his daddies faces. He then added two
eyes, two arms, two legs and a mouth.
Marvellous Mathematician – Zunaira
Zunaira independently chose to explore within the number area
looking at shapes, she categorised the shapes into four different
piles, when asked she could name the four different shapes, she
had categorised. "Triangle, circle, square, rectangle"

Class Ahlberg
Star Writer – Sabreen

It has been great to see Sabreen's handwriting improve over her first term in Class
Ahlberg. Her letter formation is loads better, and her letters are recognisable (compared to
her initial mark making in September). Sabreen is super proud of her writing and has
been using word mats on Teams to help her with her spelling. Keep it up, Sabreen!

Marvellous Mathematician – Kevin
Kevin has been working really hard this half term to learn about 3d shapes, weight
and using positional language. He is always enthusiastic with his maths and has
started to try to speak in fuller sentences when giving his answers. Well done Kevin!

Class Donaldson
Star Writer – Fatima Hannah.
Fatima Hannah’s writing has been amazing since the start of the year,
and is continuously coming on leaps and bounds. Fatima Hannah is
forming most letters correctly and is using all of her phonics knowledge
to help her writing. She is also reading back her work to make sure it is
correct. She has been trying really hard with her finger spaces and it
definitely shows! Well done Fatima Hannah!

Marvellous Mathematician – Subhaan
Subhaan has shown an unbelievable understanding with his shapes, measure and
positional language this half term – he has been working REALLY hard to make sure
that his understanding is strong – and he is asking questions when he’s not sure.
Amazing work this half term Subhaan, keep it up!

Class Murphy

Star Writer

Shiloh is the STAR write this term. She innovated her own narrative
for ‘Eliot Midnight Superhero’ using a great imagination. She
included capital letters, full stops and adjectives to add greater
description to her writing. She is able to use her phonics knowledge to
segment and spell and has become more independent at checking her
own work.

Marvelous Mathematician
Eesa has made good progress in Maths this term. He has shown a
good understanding of how to use his known facts to solve different
subtraction and addition equations. He is able to use the STAR words
to articulate his understanding of the concepts and prove his
answers.

Class Ross
Star Writer – Hibba Jadood
Hibba has grown in confidence in her writing.
Hibba is beginning to think more creatively, she is using her verbs, adjectives and nouns to
construct fantastic sentences. Hibba’s use of punctuation and key vocabulary has been
excellent- she has been referring to the working wall when planning her big write and her
handwriting is beautiful. We will focus more on small, tall and tail letters and try to
achieve handwriting awards.
Marvellous Mathematician – Salam Aburuais
Salam has come a long way and has started to think systematically. Before working out
an answer, he has shown prior knowledge and skills- ‘if I know, then I know.’
Salam is improving his presentation in maths and is trying extremely hard when he is
faced with a mathematical challenge. Well done Salam!

Class Hargreaves
Star Writer – Mohammed Saleh
Mohammed has been working enthusiastically to improve his writing
In a variety of ways. The largest improvement is in Mohammed's
vocabulary choice, as he is able to identify several appropriate
synonyms for words. His sentence structure has also improved, as he
is able to start his sentences in a variety of ways. Fantastic work
Mohammed!
Marvellous Mathematician – Jessica
Jessica has found a new confidence within her maths! She is
extremely confident when working with time, identifying quarter
past and quarter to on a clock. Her fluency has improved as
well, as she is much faster at identify the operation needed.
Well done Jessica!

Class Dahl
Star Writer - Ismaeel
This term Ismaeel wrote a fantastic narrative about Perfectly Norman. Here
he used a range of conjunctions such as ‘but’, ‘until’ and ‘with’ to make his
writing more detailed and interesting. Ismaeel also took his time to make sure
his letters were formed and he took pride in his presentation. He was then
awarded the handwriting crown for the first time!

Marvellous Mathematician – Farah
Farah always tries hard in maths and loves been challenged! This term she
has worked on her multiplication knowledge and is able to recall her 2s, 3s, 5s
and 10s timetable confidently! She is then able to use this knowledge to solve
missing multiplication and division equations efficiently.

Class Morpurgo
Star Writer
Our Star Writer this half term is Rooya. She endeavors to
produce outstanding work to the best of her ability every lesson.
She listens carefully to the skills needed and ensures they are
included. Her attitude to improvement and progress is incredible
and this dedication is reflected in her work every time. Well done
Rooya, you are a star.
Marvellous Mathematician
Our Marvellous Mathematician this half term is Musa. He volunteers
excellent contributions in every session and has worked hard to improve
his concentration and focus. Keep up this great attitude Musa.

Class Pratchett
Star Writer

Pratchett’s Star Writer is Zayan Kahn. Zayan's writing is always
excellent, however Mr Mills was particularly impressed during one Novel Study
lesson. The task was to summarise a chapter, and Zayan not only did this but
applied his writing skills from English to turn the summary into a beautiful
narrative with a range of devices. This desire to go the extra mile and take
pride in all his work is why Zayan is our star writer.

Marvellous Mathematician
Pratchett’s marvellous mathematician is Nikola. Nikola has been working
incredibly hard in her maths. She hasn't always found it easy, but
through hard work she is now able to identify hundreds, tens and ones in
3-digit numbers. She has also used dienes to apply that knowledge to
adding and subtracting in each column. Mr Mills and Miss Owen are so
proud of her. Well done Nikola!

Class Blyton
Star Writer
Ayyub's writing is exceptional. The descriptive devices and vocabulary that he uses are beyond his
years. We are so proud of Ayyub's effort with his writing. He wrote an outstanding description of
SWAT Valley that could have been written by a professional author. Ayyub also applies his skills
when writing in other subjects. Keep up the amazing work! Well done!

Marvelous Mathematician
Reena always puts maximum effort into her maths work even if she may
sometimes find it tricky. She shows perseverance and determination when solving
problems, and she always makes use of apparatus to help her find the correct
answer. Reena is becoming a much more independent learner in maths and we are
so proud of all the progress that she is making, especially with her timestables! The
practise that she does at home is incredible. Well done Reena!

Class Walliams

Star Writer- Jamella Al-Dalai
Jamella has written a phenomenal biography and her writing is
outstanding! She has been working extremely hard to include all
the features within her writing.
The effort can be seen in her work and throughout all her
subjects. Well done Jamella!
Marvellous Mathematician – Leah Ali
Leah shows consistent effort in her maths, she is always determined and
works well with her partner. She has been working hard on her mental
strategies this term and has shown great perseverance with the short
method of division.

Class Rosen
Star Writer – This half terms star writer is Hussain. Hussain put a
massive smile on Miss Armstrong's face recently when he had written the
most powerful setting description. He applied all the devices we have been
looking at carefully which meant his writing flowed nicely and his word
choices were excellently used and considered very carefully. Well done
Hussain, Miss Armstrong cannot wait to see some more of your writing
throughout the year!
Marvellous Mathematician – Rayyan is our marvellous mathematician this
term because of the determination and enthusiasm he has shown towards his
maths learning. He has been working hard on developing his skills and working
more independently on his learning. Well done, Rayyan. Keep up the great
work!

Class Rowling

Star writer
Amina is Class Rowling's Star Writer. Amina has wrote a fantastic setting
description. She has taken great pride in her presentation, she has included all
the features we identified including verbs, powerful verbs, similes, metaphors
and fronted adverbials. She has shown confidence and pride in her writing.

Marvellous Mathematician
Class Rowlings Marvellous Mathematician is Amir. He always gives 100% in his Maths an
works well with the person next to him through peer support.
This half term we have been looking at multiplication with a focus on the place value o
digits. Amir has utilised the knowledge and skills he has developed to build on his learnin
showing confidence and pride.
Well done Amir!

Class Wilson

Star Writer.
The star writer for this half term is Haleemah. Haleemah
produces some of the most beautiful and well thought out
writing I have seen. She is always challenging herself to improve
her writing, always trying something new and her letter to the
Queen was brilliant, thought-provoking and persuasive. Keep it
up.
Marvelous Mathematician
The marvelous mathematician for this half term is Daniel.
Daniel has been amazing in maths this half term, really
challenging himself to be better. He always helps the other
children in the class with their learning and has made excellent
progress – as seen in his most recent SAT’s!

Class Lewis

Star Writer: Khaled Al-Aagam
Khaled has impressed me with his fantastic vocabulary this half term! He has
engaged in our topic of 'Vikings' and has produced an amazing setting
description based on a Viking village and a recount as a Viking warrior. He
always tries to include adventurous vocabulary and contribute to class discussio
with his creative ideas. Well done, Khaled!

Marvellous Mathematician: Tomas Kaleja
Tomas is our marvellous mathematician because of his enthusiasm in every
maths lesson! His hard work and perseverance was demonstrated this half term
when he achieved an AMAZING score in his arithmetic test! I could not be
prouder of his determination. Well done, Tomas!

